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Chapter 7 

Implementation and applications  

Up to this point we have presented the main contributions of our work, describing 
several specially designed methods for learning domain ontologies from the Web. In 
order to test their viability in a real world environment, a prototype has been devel-
oped. It includes all the different learning steps in an integrated fashion. It also con-
tains functions for the different automatic evaluation procedures described in the 
previous chapter. The system has been designed and implemented in a distributed 
way providing, as will be described later, an efficient solution. Note that its execution 
over several domains has provided the example results presented in the previous 
sections and in the publications referenced in the Annex. 

So, in §7.1, we discuss the computation complexity of the developed algorithms. 
As a consequence of this study and the potential improvement that can be achieved 
using a distributed approach, we present a system architecture based on a Multi-
Agent system. Next, the formal language used to represent the results and the pro-
gramming libraries, tools and software used during the development are presented. 

In addition, in order to proof the viability of the proposed learning methodologies 
and the usefulness of the potential results, we have applied them over several real 
world problems as will be presented in §7.2. Concretely, in §7.2.1 we introduce a 
way for bringing structure to the web resources analysed during the ontology learning 
process of a particular domain. Next, in §7.2.2, we describe a method based on our 
taxonomic learning proposal to structure automatically large digital libraries. Finally, 
in §7.2.3, we present a distributed knowledge-based system that, using our automati-
cally constructed domain ontologies as input, is able to perform semantically 
grounded Web Information Retrieval.  

7.1   Prototype implementation 

In previous chapters, we have described from a methodological point of view the 
proposed learning procedures. Through the explanation we have commented several 
questions regarding the scalability and efficiency of the analytical procedure in order 
to obtain a feasible learning throughput in such an enormous repository as the Web 
and for general domains of knowledge involving thousands of entities.  
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Even considering aspects such as the lightweight analysis or snippet-based web 
parsing, the knowledge acquisition can be a very time consuming task. As Table 44 
shows, one iteration of the learning process for one general concept can take about 1 
hour using one computer. This is mainly caused by the online accessing to web re-
sources and the querying of web search engines. However, the runtime is reduced 
when dealing with specific subclasses or concrete non-taxonomically related concepts 
(both retrieved from the initial domain’s keyword during the incremental learning 
process), as a narrower spectrum of web resources and candidates is available. 

Table 44. Summary of results obtained for one iteration of the full learning process for several 
domains using one computer. All test performed against MSNSearch with default parameters.  

Domain Sub 
classes 

Instances Non     
taxonomic

Queries 
(statistics) 

Total  
webs  

Run-
time 

Sensor 55 48 444 3105 848 57 min. 
Cancer 73 25 497 2298 774 48 min. 
Hypertension 29 11 336 1799 664 37 min. 
Colon cancer 19 9 48 765 175 11 min. 
Metastatic 
breast cancer 

9 1 11 334 74 8 min. 

Papiloma virus 3 0 0 35 65 3 min. 
 
From the analysis of the results presented in Table 44, one can observe that the 

runtime depends linearly on the number of access to the Web, querying a web search 
engine or checking a web site. However, considering that, for medium to wide analy-
ses, the number of queries overpass the number of web sites accessed, we can con-
clude that the runtime depends on the number of web search engine queries (see 
Figure 29). More details about this assumption will be discussed in §7.1.4. 
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Figure 29. Runtime depends linearly on the number of Web search queries. 
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In any case, the incremental execution of the different instances of the learning 
processes (taxonomic and non-taxonomic) as new knowledge (domain concepts) is 
acquired may represent, for general domains, a computational cost that is hard to be 
assumed by one computer. For example, in the tests presented in Table 45 –
considering only the taxonomic aspect- and Table 46 –restricting to 2 taxonomic levels 
and 1 non-taxonomic level-, one may observe the increment of runtime required to 
recursively analyse general domains of knowledge. 

Table 45. Summary of results obtained for recursive iterations of the taxonomic learning proc-
ess for several domains on one computer. All tests have been performed against MSNSearch 
with default parameters. 

Domain Sub 
classes 

Instances Queries  
(statistics) 

Total  
webs  

1st level 
runtime 

Total 
runtime 

Sensor 868 737 31455 12591 17 min. 15 hours 
Cancer 1458 710 40491 11160 8 min. 21 hours 
Mammal 957 1187 46308 12747 16 min. 16 hours 

Table 46. Summary of results obtained the full learning process restricted to 2 taxonomic 
levels and 1 non-taxonomic level for several domains on one computer. All test performed 
against MSNSearch with default parameters.  

Domain Sub 
classes 

Instances Non     
taxonomic 

Queries 
(statistics) 

Total  
webs  

Runtime 

Equation 215 100 730 28741 12326 10 hours 
Virus 919 317 1709 204450 23116 66 hours 
Cpu 134 164 121 13934 4567 6 hours 
Insect 668 227 236 58286 8270 20 hours 
Tea 236 87 1430 57148 6471 17 hours 

 
In order to justify this empirically observed behaviour, in the next section we ana-

lyse from a theoretical point of view, the computational complexity of the algorithms. 

7.1.1   Computational complexity 

As has been introduced in §7.1, the full learning process can be divided in individual 
tasks which correspond to the evaluation of a particular concept. The actions per-
formed during this process are: 
- The system queries a web search engine using each Hearst pattern and analyses 

the web snippets (grouped in sets of 50 for the case of MSNSearch). As a result of 
this process, a certain number of taxonomic candidates (t1) are retrieved. They are 
evaluated by performing new queries into a web search engine. Considering the 
scores introduced in §5.2, 2ht1 queries are requested, where h is the number of 
Hearst patterns employed (all pattern-based scores are queried and the highest is 
used). As a result of the queries, s1 items are selected and t1- s1 are rejected in 
function of the specified selection threshold. Then, depending on the learning 
threshold, the algorithm may decide to evaluate an additional set of resources (re-
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sulting in t2 candidates to evaluate) or continue with the next pattern. After per-
forming all the iterations for all the Hearst patterns, a total of 2h∑∑ tij queries for 
statistics have been performed (where til is the number of candidates retrieved for 
the ‘i’ iteration and the ‘l’ pattern –from a total of ‘h’ patterns-). As introduced in 
the previous section, the number of queries for statistics is the variable that mainly 
defines the runtime, as it is always much higher than the queries required for web 
IR and requires much more runtime (several orders of magnitude higher) than web 
parsing of fixed size results pages. 

- The taxonomic learning using Noun Phrases follows the same behaviour but, in 
this case, each web resource will be accessed independently, resulting in an addi-
tional number of web accesses. In addition, the parsing runtime is more nonde-
terministic as it depends on the size of the specific web site. In any case, queries 
for computing statistics typically consume most of the runtime. This results in ad-
ditional 2∑nj queries, where nj the number of noun phrase-based candidates evalu-
ated in the iteration ‘j’. 

- Additionally to the selection of taxonomic subclasses, retrieved candidates can 
also be evaluated as instance candidates (named entities). This process requires 
performing an additional number of queries (e queries are required for ‘e’ named 
entities) and parsing fixed size snippets. 

- Once the taxonomic learning is finished, the non-taxonomic phase starts by evalu-
ating extracted verb phrases (as introduced in §5.4). Following the same philoso-
phy, this requires new web queries for computing statistics. Concretely, 2v queries 
are needed to evaluate ‘v’ verb phrase candidates. 

- Each selected verb phrase is used as a pattern for learning non-taxonomic rela-
tions, similarly to the taxonomic case (search querying, snippet parsing and in-
cremental candidate evaluation). This requires 2∑∑rkp queries for statistics, where 
rkv is the number of candidates retrieved in the ‘k’ iteration for the ‘p’ verb phrase. 

- Other tasks such as the ontology post-processing performed offline over the ob-
tained structure do not influence in the required runtime as they have a reduced 
scope (typically thousands of ontological entities). 

 
As a conclusion, the effort applied to a particular domain concept depends on its 

learning productiveness: the number of taxonomic relations (tij+nj), non-taxonomic 
relations (rkv), instances (e) and verb labels (v) candidates retrieved. This result in a 
linearly dependant amount of web queries for statistics (Q) that finally defines the 
runtime (18). 

∑ ∑∑∑∑ ++++==
j

v

p k
kpj

h

l i
il rventhconceptperQueriesQ 2222__  (18) 

Arrived at this point, we have learned the immediate relations for a particular con-
cept (C). In function of the particular domain, the available web resources and the 
selection and learning thresholds, we have obtained ‘x’ subclasses and ‘y’ non-
taxonomically related terms (see Figure 30). Note that for the taxonomic case the 
branching factor is the same as the number of subclasses, but for the non-taxonomic 
case we can obtain fewer classes than relationships (i.e. two classes can be non-
taxonomically related with different verb labels). 
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Figure 30. Learning expansion of the concept C with x taxonomic relationships and y non-

taxonomic relationships. 

The next step will consist on executing the same learning process over those x+y 
new concepts acquired. On one computer those concepts would be sequentially ana-
lysed. Considering T the runtime for a particular concept that mainly depends on the 
number of web queries (Q), the final runtime would be (x+y)T. As this is an incre-
mental process, multilevel relationships can be further developed and the number of 
concepts can grow consequently. As shown in the previous section, for general con-
cepts, the particular ‘T’ has an order of magnitude of minutes, ‘x’ can be dozens of 
subclasses and ‘y’ may arrive to several hundreds. 

The algorithm is responsible of finishing the less productive ontological branches 
in function of how the learning evolves as stated in §5.6.2. One should also note that 
due to the bootstrapped information added to the web queries (presented in §5.6.3), 
the more advanced the learning is, the more concrete and the less amount of new 
results are retrieved. In any case, non-taxonomic relationships are hard limited to a 
maximum of two links from the initial concept. The taxonomic subclass level is not 
limited but, in practice, the maximum depth achieved is about 3 or 4.  

At the end, considering this kind of expansion, the final runtime on one computer 
where concepts are sequentially evaluated is a polynomic function (19). 

)_,_max()__( depthnotaxodepthtaxoconceptsnotaxoconceptstaxoTRuntime +=   (19) 

It depends on the number of taxonomic and non-taxonomically related concepts 
retrieved at each iteration. The exponent is the maximum depth of the relationships 
(typically the taxonomic depth will be higher and inferior to 4). As stated, the runtime 
(T) required to perform the analysis of one concept depends linearly on the web que-
ries for statistics that, at the same time, depend linearly on the number of retrieved 
candidates. Considering the orders of magnitude managed (runtime in minutes and 
number of concepts in hundreds) one can easily realize that a sequential execution in 
one computer is not computationally feasible. 

However, as shown in Figure 31, taking into consideration the tree like expansion 
of the learning process, several tasks can be performed concurrently and independ-
ently.  
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Figure 31. Basic ontological structure with tree like taxonomic a non-taxonomic relationships. 

This workflow is adequate for parallel computing, as several tasks (different 
analyses for each new concept) can be performed at the same time without interfer-
ence. In our case, the parallelisation is not only related to the computational power, 
but also to other resources such as the Internet bandwidth or system memory. How-
ever, the most important aspect is that the parallel execution of various learning in-
stances through several computers can reduce the overhead of Web access, minimiz-
ing the execution waits and web search engine restrictions thanks to the distributed 
access from, ideally, different IP addresses. Our hypothesis is that a distributed ap-
proach of our learning methodology can represent a great improvement.  

As the execution workflow is nondeterministic, as it is defined by the knowledge 
acquired at execution time, coordination and flexibility are fundamental. In order to 
tackle these execution requirements, we have used the agent paradigm. In the next 
section we offer an overview of this technology. Next, we provide details about the 
system architecture, operation and implementation, and the results representation and 
visualization.     

7.1.2   Agents and Multi-Agent Systems 

An agent [Wooldridge, 2002] is a computer system capable of flexible autonomous 
action in some environment. An agent has its own goals and the tools to be able to 
achieve them. The main properties of agents are: 
- Sociability: an agent must be able to communicate with other agents, and cooper-

ate with them to solve complex tasks. 
- Reactivity: an agent is aware of the changes in the environment and responds to 

them in a timely fashion. 
- Autonomy: the agent may decide whether to fulfil a given request or not, and may 

decide which is the best way to achieve its goals. 
 
There are particular problems that cannot be solved by a single agent because dif-

ferent resources, knowledge or tools are needed. In this case, agents must cooperate, 
co-ordinate or negotiate with other agents to achieve their goals. This is a Multi-
Agent System (MAS) [Weiss, 1999]. The main advantages of using a Multi-Agent 
System are: 
- Modularity: the full problem can be divided into several tasks than can be mod-

elled into individual agents. 
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- Efficiency: the distributed approach allows concurrent and parallel execution 
through several nodes of a computer network. 

- Robustness: against failures of individual agents. 
- Flexibility: agents can be managed (i.e. created, destroyed) dynamically depend-

ing on the particular execution needs of the full system. 
 

In recent years it has been argued that MAS may be considered as the latest soft-
ware engineering paradigm [Jenning, 2000; Petrie, 2001]. This is interesting for large 
and complex systems in several senses: (i) with geographically distributed data, (ii) 
with many components or entities, possibly with particular interests, (iii) with a broad 
scope and huge amounts of information to consider. The use of intelligent, distributed 
agents is an adequate approach for this type of problems.  

As a conclusion, MAS provide some advantages with respect to traditional sys-
tems such as efficiency, flexibility, autonomy and highly elaborate communicative 
skills, and are very suitable to implement dynamic and distributed systems. Several 
projects applying MAS to information retrieval and knowledge acquisition such as 
[Gibbins et al., 2003; Moreno et al., 2004] are an indication that agents can provide 
benefits in this area. 

7.1.3   Agent-based distributed ontology learning 

In this section, the implementation of the presented knowledge acquisition method-
ologies for constructing domain ontologies over a distributed agent-based approach is 
presented. 

In general, the main idea is to distribute the full ontology learning process into sev-
eral independent tasks that can be executed on different computers. At the end of each 
execution, partial results obtained by each one are returned and incorporated into the 
domain ontology. Repeating iteratively this parallel execution model, the final ontol-
ogy can be constructed transparently using the computational power of several nodes 
of a computer network. 

The developed MAS (Multi-Agent System) is composed of several autonomous en-
tities (agents) that can be deployed around a network. Each agent can be considered 
as an execution unit that follows a particularly modelled behaviour and interacts 
(communicates) with other ones, coordinating their execution to achieve a common 
goal. Those agents can be created, eliminated or modified dynamically in function of 
the execution requirements derived from the learning process, providing an efficient 
utilisation of the available computational resources. 

There are three kinds of agents in the MAS: 
a) User Agent (UA): allows the human user to interact with the system. It offers a 

web interface from which the user can asynchronously manage the learning proc-
ess and visualize results. Even though the ontology construction process can be 
fully automatic and unsupervised, through this agent, he has the possibility of 
configuring, initializing and controlling the construction process. In addition, the 
web interface represents an invaluable help for debugging during the development 
phase. 
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b) Internet Agent (IA): implements the taxonomic and non-taxonomic learning meth-
odology as described in chapter 5. For a specific concept, it performs a single exe-
cution of the developed learning methods, composing a partial ontology contain-
ing the new taxonomically and non-taxonomically related concepts. Those new 
concepts can be recursively analysed using new instances of IAs. The coordinated 
and parallel execution of several IAs with different concepts allows obtaining a 
set of partial results that can be joined and interrelated in order to build the final 
domain ontology. As this construction process is very time consuming, in order to 
provide an efficient solution, this kind of agents are placed in different computer 
nodes from a network that provides the required hardware resources (i.e. available 
RAM and/or internet bandwidth). They also implement mobility capabilities in 
order to be deployed transparently and dynamically in an available computer 
node. 

c) Coordinator Agent (CA): it coordinates the domain ontology construction process 
by creating and configuring IAs to explore retrieved concepts. Concretely, each 
concept discovered by each partial analysis is used as a seed for further analyses 
by creating new IAs, bootstrapping with the knowledge already acquired, as de-
scribed in §5.6.3. In addition, CA joins partial results composing the final domain 
ontology. It also implements load balancing policies that allow it to decide, at 
every moment, where to deploy each IA according to the free resources available. 
It is also able to restore learning state of unfinished tasks (due to software or hard-
ware errors) by continuously monitoring the MAS state. This provides the degree 
of robustness necessary in distributed environments. Note that, although the on-
tology construction is centralised by this agent, its work load in relation to the IAs 
(even with several machines available) is quite reduced. 

 
As shown in Figure 32, the process starts when the UA receives from the user the 

concept (e.g. cancer) that represents the domain to explore (step 1). This is sent to the 
CA. It creates a first IA that is deployed in an available network node and it starts 
acquiring domain knowledge (new taxonomically and non taxonomically related 
terms) using the methodology presented in chapter 5 (step 2). Up to this moment the 
learning process is executed sequentially. As a result, a set of related terms (e.g. 
breast, lung, colon, radiotherapy) is returned to the CA (step 3). The CA incorporates 
this knowledge into the domain ontology as classes and relationships and, for each 
class, a new IA is created and deployed to explore it. At this moment, a degree of 
parallel execution is achieved in function of the number of tasks to execute (associ-
ated to IAs) and the available computer nodes. Concurrently, those partial results are 
sent to the UA in order to offer an updated visualization of the obtained results. 

As the different IAs finalize their analyses, several sets of taxonomically and non-
taxonomically related classes are returned asynchronously to the CA that incorporates 
them into the ontology (step 4). The process is repeated until the algorithm decides to 
stop exploring each ontology branch (as described in §5.6.2). At the end, the CA is 
able to construct recursively an ontology that represents the available knowledge in 
the Web for the domain. As a final step, the CA refines the ontology in order to detect 
implicit relationships and attributes for each class (e.g. metastatic cancer) as de-
scribed in §5.5 and outputs the result. 
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Figure 32. Multi-agent system architecture to create domain ontologies from the Web. 

All the agents are deployed and executed in a computer network that provides the 
required computational resources and Internet bandwidth to perform the analysis (as 
shown in Figure 33). This network is linked to a server that manages the agent plat-
form and provides a web interface that is managed by the UA allowing the user's 
access to the system from any computer with Internet connection.  

 

 
Figure 33. Agent-based knowledge acquisition physical architecture. 

Note that no special requirements (computer architecture, operating system, soft-
ware, computing power, etc) are established on the user's side as all the learning proc-
ess is performed on the server’s internal network and the interaction is performed via 
Internet. Moreover, due to the potential runtime required to finish the full learning 
process, the server implements a persistence mechanism to store the user’s session, 
maintaining the state and partial results of the works currently in execution.  
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7.1.4   Distributed learning performance 

Once the distributed agent-based system has been presented, in this section we dis-
cuss the learning performance obtained using different degrees of parallelism. In this 
manner we intend to show the scalability capabilities of the designed system and the 
performance improvement over non parallel approach (introduced in §7.1.1). 

The first test consists in picking up four tasks of similar complexity (4 immediate 
subclasses of the Cancer domain) and to execute them, using the same parameters, in 
the following hardware configurations: 
- 1 computer runs the 4 tasks: they are executed sequentially. The final runtime is 

computed by adding each individual runtime. 
- 2 computers running 2 similar tasks: 2 tasks are modelled over an IA which are 

sequentially executed in one computer and in parallel with the other pair (and the 
other IA). The final runtime is the maximum of both sequential executions. 

- 4 computers running 1 task: maximum parallelism with 4 agents. The final run-
time is the maximum of the four executions. 

Table 47. Performance tests for the execution of 4 similar learning tasks with different parallel 
conditions. Individual and total runtimes are presented.  

Domain 1 node 2 nodes 4 nodes 
Breast cancer 1083 s. 1093 s. 1095 s. 
Colon cancer 627 s. 667 s. 705 s. 
Lung cancer 980 s. 992 s. 1029 s. 
Ovarian cancer 715 s. 812 s. 841 s. 
Total 3405 s. 2085 s. 1095 s. 

 
One can see that the improvement is very significant and proportional to the degree 

of parallelism (see Figure 34). It is also interesting that the execution overhead intro-
duced by the agent and platform management is negligible in relation to the sequen-
tial approach. This is due to the complexity and heavyweight nature of tasks.  
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Figure 34. Increase of performance in relation to the degree of parallelism. 
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The following test covers the full parallel execution of a domain. In this case, we 
pick up one domain and execute 2 taxonomic levels sequentially (using one com-
puter) and in parallel (using 4 computers) with automatic distribution of the work 
load in function of the available computational resources (following the implemented 
scheduling policy). From the performance obtained, we can check, in a real situation, 
the degree of parallelism one can except from our MAS and the behaviour of the 
implemented task planner.  

First, we have executed the taxonomic learning (two levels) for the Sensor domain, 
which results, for the specified parameters, in 12 immediate subclasses that should be 
analysed. When running the full process (sensor+12 subclasses analyses) in one com-
puter, it takes 6606 seconds. Next, the same test with the same search parameters is 
executed in a parallel environment with 4 nodes. As a result, the same amount of 
subclasses is obtained, but the process is finished in 2944 seconds. This represents an 
improvement of 224% when the hardware is increased by a 400%. Examining the 
execution trace and representing the task-node assignation at each moment, we can 
compose the Gantt diagram shown in Figure 35 (each task corresponds to each col-
oured interval). 

Sensor Gantt diagram

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
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CPU 2
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Seconds

 
Figure 35. Distribution of taxonomic learning tasks among 4 CPUs for the Sensor domain. 

One can see that the first task (the Sensor analysis) is executed alone in computer 
1, as no other concepts have been discovered. Once its analysis is finished and 12 
new tasks (subclasses) has been discovered, the maximum degree of parallelism is 
achieved, as the scheduler assigns tasks to free nodes whenever they are available. At 
the end, the system has to wait until all nodes have finished as no more tasks (we 
have limited the analysis to two taxonomic levels) remain. In consequence, the final 
performance is restricted by the sequential parts of the non-parallel implementation. 

Regarding the runtime required for each learning task, as stated in §7.1, they de-
pend linearly on the number of queries for statistics performed to the web search 
engine (see Figure 36). In this case, however, there is more variability due to the 
higher degree of parallelism and the finer granularity of the measured tasks. 
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Sensor: #Queries vs Runtime
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Figure 36. Number of queries vs runtime for each learning task (subclass) of the Sensor do-

main. A linear dependence can be inferred. 

In the next test, we have picked a much wider domain (Cancer) and perform the 
same executions. This has result in 49 immediate subclasses to analyse. When execut-
ing the learning process in one computer, it lasts a total of 16505 seconds. Performing 
the same execution in parallel with 4 computers, the total runtime is lowered till 5634 
seconds. This represents a performance improvement of 292% with and hardware 
increase of 400%. In this case, the task distribution among the available nodes is 
shown in Figure 37. 
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Figure 37. Distribution of taxonomic learning tasks among 4 CPUs for the Cancer domain. 
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In this case, the non fully parallel intervals are shorter than in the previous exam-
ple, due to the higher amount of tasks to execute. One can see that the potential im-
provement of this parallel approach is higher as more tasks (concepts) to execute are 
available. In a complete learning process (involving hundreds of multi-level taxo-
nomic and non-taxonomic analyses) the percentage of fully parallel execution is 
much higher in relation to the sequential parts and the throughput improvement will 
tend to be similar to the hardware resources provided. As shown in the first test of 
this section, the overhead introduced of the agent and parallelism management are 
negligible in relation to the size of the tasks to execute. 

Again, the runtime of each task depends linearly on the number of queries per-
formed (see Figure 36).  
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Figure 38. Number of queries vs runtime for each learning task (subclass) of the Sensor do-

main. A linear dependence can be inferred. 

Considering this new execution environment, we can compare it to the sequential 
approach in relation to performance. As presented in §7.1.1, the computational cost in 
a sequential approach is a polynomic function of the number of concepts retrieved at 
each iteration, multiplied an amount of times defined by the maximum depth of the 
relationships. Without considering the limitations introduced by the available hard-
ware or the Web search engine, in the distributed approach we can parallelise the full 
set of concepts retrieved, reducing the runtime of one iteration to T (the runtime re-
quired to evaluate one concept, depending linearly on the number of web queries). At 
the end, we are able to obtain a runtime of Tmax_depth, where the exponent is maximum 
depth of the taxonomic and non-taxonomic relationships (among 2 and 4). In conse-
quence, we can reduce the runtime from to 
T(taxo_concepts+notaxo_concepts)max_depth to Tmax_depth using a 
(taxo_concepts+notaxo_concepts) degree of parallelism. 
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In the real world, however, it is very unlikely to have available such an amount of 
hardware and, in consequence, the real runtime will depend on the maximum degree 
of parallelism that we are able to achieve.  

In this sense, other interesting questions about the parallelisation of learning tasks 
that we have observed during the development are the following: 
- Ideally, each learning task (modelled by the corresponding IA) will be executed 

exclusively in one computer. However, due to the limitation of computer nodes, in 
our tests, we have determined that one computer with enough hardware resources 
(i.e. 2 Gigs of Ram, Pentium4 CPU or later) is able to execute among 6 to 8 tasks 
(and IAs) before the performance is degraded due to the concurrence overhead.  

- When executing several learning tasks in parallel, the Web search engine em-
ployed may receive a considerable amount of queries at the same time. 
MSNSearch scales quite well under those heavy load conditions but, for other 
search engines, the performance is degraded. This is motivated because, in our 
case, several computer nodes of the network share the same external IP and they 
are identified as the same machine by the search engine. In those cases, access 
control policies are applied, decreasing the query priority and, in consequence, in-
creasing the response time. In order to minimize this problem, each computer exe-
cuting IAs should have a different IP. 

7.1.5   Formal representation of the results 

There exist several standard ontology languages such as RDF17, DAML+OIL18 or 
OWL19. This last one, the Web Ontology Language is the newest one. It is a semantic 
mark-up language specially designed for publishing and sharing ontologies on the 
World Wide Web. It is developed by the WebOnt group as a vocabulary extension of 
RDF and is derived from DAML+OIL. It is designed to be used by applications that 
need to process the content of information and facilitates greater machine interpret-
ability by providing additional vocabulary along with a formal semantics [Fensel et 
al., 2001]. OWL is supported by many ontology visualizers and editors. There exist 
three different OWL specifications in which a particular ontology can be defined: 
- OWL full is meant for users who want maximum expressiveness and the syntactic 

freedom of RDF with no computational guarantees. Inference is undecidable. 
- OWL DL supports those users who want the maximum expressiveness while re-

taining computational completeness. It is based on Description Logic, provides a 
well defined semantic and allows inferences (there are available reasoners such as 
FACT++20, Pellet21 or F-OWL22). 

- OWL Lite supports those users primarily needing a classification hierarchy and 
simple restrictions. 

                                                           
17 Resource Description Framework: http://www.w3.org/RDF 
18 DAML+OIL WebOntology Language: http://www.w3.org/TR/daml+oilreference 
19 Web Ontology Language: http://www.w3c.org/TR/owl-features/ 
20 http://owl.man.ac.uk/factplusplus/ 
21 http://www.mindswap.org/2003/pellet/ 
22 http://fowl.sourceforge.net/ 
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As our main purpose is the representation of domain knowledge with full expres-

siveness but allowing inference, we use OWL DL. From the full set of ontological 
components supported by the OWL specification, we have used the following ones: 
- RDF Schemas Features: they define basic ontological components. 

o Classes: are sets of individuals with common characteristics. In our case they 
correspond to domain concepts. 

o Subclasses: define class specializations by constraining their coverage. Class 
hierarchies can be specified by making one or more statements that a class is a 
subclass of another class. They are retrieved through several iterations of the 
taxonomy learning procedure. 

o Individuals: Individuals are the objects in the domain. In our case they are lim-
ited to named entities found during the ontology learning. 

o Properties: can be used to state relationships between individuals or from in-
dividuals to data values. Relationships in OWL are binary. There exist three 
types of properties: 
• Object Property: it establishes relationships between pair of individuals. 

We have used them to define verb-labelled non-taxonomic relationships. 
• Datatype Property: relates an individual to a data value (int, string, float, 

etc.). Can be considered “attributes”. We have used them to define the 
class “features” extracted during the post-processing stage. 

• Annotation Property: used to attach metadata (e.g. version, author or com-
ment) to classes, individuals or properties. We have used them to add meta-
information about the learning process and the web content. 

- Equality and Inequality: allows expressing equalities and inequalities between 
ontological components: 
o Equivalent Classes: it states that the set of individuals belonging to a particular 

class is the same as the set corresponding to another class. It may be used to 
create synonymous classes. We have used it to define the alternative class 
names that are referred to the same concept (during the linguistic analysis and 
ontology post-processing stage). 

- Property Characteristics: they define the semantics of properties: 
o Inverse Property: one property may be stated to be the inverse of another 

property. We have used it to define inverse semantic relationships between the 
passive and active voice of a non-taxonomic relationship. 

- Property Restrictions: they define the “meaning” of classes by specifying a state-
ment between a pair of entities (classes or datatypes) and a property with specific 
semantics: 
o SomeValuesFrom: a particular class may have a restriction on a property that 

at least one value for that property is of a certain type. We have used this type 
of restriction to state non-taxonomic relationships between a pair of classes us-
ing a previously defined verb-labelled property.  

o HasValue: for a particular class, a default value for a datatype property is 
stated. We have used this type of restriction to define the appropriate Boolean 
values of the automatically discovered domain features (previously defined as 
datatype properties) in the corresponding taxonomic level. 
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See Figure 39, Figure 40, Figure 42 and Figure 41 for examples of the concrete OWL 
notation used in some of the mentioned ontological components. 

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://grusma.etse.urv.es/ontologies/cancer/#C:breast_cancer">
<rdfs:subClassOf>

<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty

rdf:resource="http://grusma.etse.urv.es/ontologies/cancer/#D:Is_OPERABLE" />
<owl:someValuesFrom>
<rdfs:Datatype rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean"/>

</owl:someValuesFrom>
</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>

<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty

rdf:resource="http://grusma.etse.urv.es/ontologies/cancer/#D:Is_RECURRENT" />
<owl:allValuesFrom>
<rdfs:Datatype rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean"/>

</owl:allValuesFrom>
</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://grusma.etse.urv.es/ontologies/cancer/#C:cancer">
</owl:Class>

</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>

 
Figure 39. breast_cancer is subclass of cancer and has two features: Is_OPERABLE 

and Is_RECURRENT . 

<rdf:Description
rdf:about="http://grusma.etse.urv.es/ontologies/cancer/#I:American_breast_cancer">

<rdf:type>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://grusma.etse.urv.es/ontologies/cancer/#C:breast_cancer">
</owl:Class>

</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description
rdf:about="http://grusma.etse.urv.es/ontologies/cancer/#I:NCCN_breast_cancer">

<rdf:type>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://grusma.etse.urv.es/ontologies/cancer/#C:breast_cancer">
</owl:Class>

</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>

 
Figure 40. American_breast_cancer and NCCN_breast_cancer are instances of 

breast_cancer. 

<owl:Class rdf:about="http://grusma.etse.urv.es/ontologies/cancer/#C:intestinal_cancer">
<owl:equivalentClass>
<owl:Class

rdf:about="http://grusma.etse.urv.es/ontologies/cancer/#C:intestine_cancer">
</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://grusma.etse.urv.es/ontologies/cancer/#C:cancer">
</owl:Class>

</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>

 
Figure 41. intestinal_cancer and intestine_cancer are stated to be equivalent. 
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<owl:Class rdf:about="http://grusma.etse.urv.es/ontologies/cancer/#C:chemotherapy">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty
rdf:resource="http://grusma.etse.urv.es/ontologies/cancer/#P:reduces" />

<owl:someValuesFrom>
<owl:Class

rdf:about="http://grusma.etse.urv.es/ontologies/cancer/#C:breast_cancer">
</owl:Class>

</owl:someValuesFrom>
</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty
rdf:resource="http://grusma.etse.urv.es/ontologies/cancer/#P:is_used_in" />

<owl:someValuesFrom>
<owl:Class

rdf:about="http://grusma.etse.urv.es/ontologies/cancer/#C:liver_cancer">
</owl:Class>

</owl:someValuesFrom>
</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>

 
Figure 42. chemotherapy has the following non-taxonomic relationships: ”chemo-
therapy reduces breast_cancer” and ”chemotherapy is_used_in liver_cancer”. 

7.1.6   Prototype components 

The implemented application is fully written in Java in order to achieve good interop-
erability with the freely available tools for Web and NL processing. Concretely, the 
main tools and libraries used in the development of the prototype: 
- JADE 3.323: the Java Agent Development Framework is the tool used to imple-

ment the presented Multi-Agent system. It provides a set of programming libraries 
for implementing agents and an execution environment in which to perform the 
deployment. It follows the FIPA24 standards about how agents should be defined 
in order to guarantee the interoperability between applications. This version in-
cludes features about agent mobility that have been extensively used in our im-
plementation in order to provide a fully distributed solution. 

- English Stemmer 1.025: it provides a stemming algorithm to find the morphologi-
cal root of a word in the English language. This has been extensively used in or-
der to detect equivalent forms of expressing the same ontological concept.  

- Text processing tools from OpenNLP Tools 1.126: is a mature Java package that 
hosts a variety of Natural Language Processing tools which perform sentence de-
tection, tokenization, pos-tagging, chunking and parsing, allowing morphological 
and syntactical analysis of texts. It is based on maximum entropy models [Borth-
wick, 1999] and, in consequence it requires annotation samples. Models27 of anno-
tation for each task exhaustively trained for the English Language are used (pro-

                                                           
23 http://jade.tilab.com/ 
24 http://www.fipa.org/specs/fipa00001/ 
25 http://sourceforge.net/projects/stemmers/ 
26 http://opennlp.sourceforge.net/ 
27 http://cvs.sourceforge.net/viewcvs.py/opennlp/models/ 
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vided “officially” by the developers of the library). It has been used to analyse in-
teresting pieces of web content (i.e. a pattern matching found within a particular 
web site). Even though the computational cost of this analysis can be high when 
evaluating large texts, only the particular sentence in which the keyword has been 
found is considered. Concretely, we have used the sentence detector and the mor-
phological and syntactical –parts of speech- analyser.    

- Named-entity tool from OpenNLP Tools 1.128: it is able to detect some word pat-
terns like organization, person, and location names using, again, maximum en-
tropy models. Previously trained model files29 with annotation examples for those 
categories are used in this task. We have used it for evaluation purposes, compar-
ing its tagged terms with our extracted named entities over the same sources. 

- Html Parser 1.630: this is a powerful HTML parser that allows processing web 
content. It has been used to extract automatically clear text contained in a web re-
source.  

- Web search engine APIs: one of the most important parts of the implemented 
system, as they provide access to the Web search engine services. We have exten-
sively used them to retrieve ranked lists of web resources, statistics, snippets and 
html caches. In order to avoid an abusive use of a particular engine, several alter-
natives have been implemented. 
o Google Web API31: this is the library of functions that the Google search en-

gine provides to programmers to allow them to make queries and retrieve 
search results. However, the maximum amount of daily search queries per ac-
count is restricted to 1000.  

o Yahoo Search 1.1.032: in the same way as Google, Yahoo recently provided an 
API for accessing Yahoo Search services. Similarly, it is also limited to a 
maximum of 5000 queries per day, account and IP. 

o For the other search engines that have also been considered (Altavista, 
AlltheWeb, MSNSearch), ad-hoc libraries for performing web queries and 
parsing the page of results have been implemented. They are based on analys-
ing the query language used by each search engine and studying the format in 
which result pages are presented. In consequence, this is not a flexible solution 
as any change in both the query language and/or the result page format will 
require modifications of the implemented modules. In addition, many search 
engines impose IP limitations (MSNSearch is the only one offering an unlim-
ited access). 

 
- OWL API 1.433: it is one of the first libraries providing functions to construct and 

manage OWL files. As we have selected OWL as the formal language for repre-
senting our learned domain ontologies, this library is used to write them in the 
corresponding format. 

                                                           
28 http://opennlp.sourceforge.net/ 
29 http://cvs.sourceforge.net/viewcvs.py/opennlp/models/ 
30 http://sourceforge.net/projects/htmlparser 
31 http://www.google.com/apis/ 
32 http://developer.yahoo.com/search/ 
33 http://sourceforge.net/projects/owlapi 
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- WordNet 2.034 (more details in §6.2): one of the latest versions of the WordNet 
semantic electronic repository. As described in chapter 6, it has been extensively 
used for evaluation purposes. 

- JWNL WordNet API 1.335: offers an interface for accessing WordNet 2.0 from 
Java programs. It allows querying words specifying a morphological category and 
retrieving corresponding synsets and glosses. Moreover it also allows exploring 
the semantic network that links WordNet’s entities. 

- WordNet::Similarity 1.0336: offers an implementation of some WordNet-based 
similarity and relatedness measures between terms (more details in §6.2). Con-
cretely, it works in conjunction with a WordNet 2.0 instance to provide the fol-
lowing measures: Path length, Leacock & Chodorow, Wu & Palmer, Resnik, Hirst 
& St-Onge, Jiang & Conrath, Extended Gloss Overlaps, Gloss Vector, Gloss Vec-
tor (pairwise) and Random. For evaluation purposes we have compared our Web-
based relatedness scores with Gloss Vector which seems to offer the best quality 
measures [Patwardhan and Pedersen, 2006]. As a similarity measure used to 
evaluate the designed methods for dealing with semantic ambiguity, we have em-
ployed a simple path length derived measure as, in those cases, we are only inter-
ested in the WordNet’s is-a hierarchies. However, as the package is implemented 
in Python, a wrapper module has been implemented to allow a transparent com-
munication with our Java-based prototype. 

- VerbNet 1.5 & API37: it is an XML-based electronic repository which contains 
semantic information about verbs. As introduced in §5.4.1.3, it includes refine-
ments of Levin’s classification of verbs, WordNet synsets and additional informa-
tion such as thematic roles or syntactic frames. A Java-based API is provided. We 
have used to classify and to add semantic content to our verb labelled non-
taxonomic relationships. 
 
Moreover, we have used Protégé 3.138 as a visualization and edition tool. Protégé 

represents the latest in a series of interactive tools for knowledge-system develop-
ment. It facilitates the construction of knowledge bases in a principled fashion from 
reusable components. It allows a variety of plug-ins to facilitate customization in 
various dimensions. From April 2003, an OWL extension of Protégé has been devel-
oped, featuring access to description logics reasoners and graphical editors. Con-
cretely, we have used the OWLviz and Jambalaya plug-ins to create visual represen-
tations of an OWL file (see Figure 43 and Figure 44). 

                                                           
34 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/ 
35 http://jwordnet.sourceforge.net/ 
36 http://www.d.umn.edu/~tpederse/similarity.html 
37 http://verbs.colorado.edu/~mpalmer/projects/verbnet/downloads.html 
38 http://protege.stanford.edu/download/download.html 
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 Figure 43. Taxonomic and non-taxonomic graphical visualization of the Sensor domain in 

Protégé with Jambalaya plug-in. 

 

Figure 44. Taxonomic visualization for the Sensor domain in Protégé with OWLviz plug-in. 
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7.1.7   Domain ontology visualizer 

Even though Protégé is certainly useful for managing ontologies, it does not scale 
well with big ontologies (with thousands of concepts). In consequence, due to the size 
of our domain ontologies, the program’s performance is easily degraded and the visu-
alization becomes confusing and overwhelming. Moreover, additional meta-
information included in our domain ontologies (mainly statistics, learning traces and 
web resources) cannot be visualized.  

For those reasons, we have developed an especially designed tool for visualizing 
our domain ontologies with the following features (see an example in Figure 45): 
- Thanks to the efficient ad-hoc programming that includes a complete loading of 

the ontology’s content on memory over especially designed data structures, it 
scales well with huge ontologies, maintaining a good visualization response time. 

- It provides an incremental visualization centred on the domain’s initial concept. In 
this manner, the user can recursively explore domain branches and nodes showing 
those parts in which he is interested. Expansion/collapse and drag&drop of 
graphical nodes are fully supported. 

- It provides a two dimensional representation of taxonomic and non-taxonomic 
verb labelled relations. 

- It used ontology meta-information to enrich the visualisation, using colours, 
shapes and sizes as additional visualisation dimensions to represent statistical re-
latedness measures for concepts and relationships. 

- This quantitative meta-information also allows the implementation of visualiza-
tion filters. In this manner, the user can, for example, specify a minimum related-
ness value for the visualized classes and relationships, obtaining a partial visuali-
zation of the domain ontology containing only the most related entities. 

- It offers direct access to the categorised list of associated Web resources (also 
contained in the domain ontology). In this manner the user can consult, at every 
moment, corresponding Web resources related to the visualized concepts. 

- It has been implemented as a Web applet, offering complete integration with web-
based interfaces. 

 
The only limitations are that only an OWL subset (the part used for constructing 

our domain ontologies) is supported and it does not support editing ontologies. 
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Figure 45. Especially designed and implemented domain ontology visualization applet. 

 

7.2   Applications 

Ontologies have many interesting applications. The fact of providing machine read-
able semantic content to a computer program dealing with a certain domain of knowl-
edge makes themselves an essential component to many knowledge-intensives ser-
vices like: 
o Information Extraction: [Buitelaar et al., 2006], [Stevenson et al., 05], [Maedche 

et al., 2003]. 
o Information Retrieval (Semantic Search): WebKB [Martin and Eklund, 2000], 

SHOE [Helflin and Hendler, 2000], OntoSeek [Guarino et al., 1999]. 
o Question Answering: [Sinha and Narayanan, 2005], [Schlobach et al., 2004], 

Aqualog [Lopez and Motta, 2004], [Pasca and Harabagiu, 2001]. 
o Machine Translation: [Nirenburg et al., 2004]. 
o Business Process Modeling: [Uschold et al., 1998]. 
o Information Integration: [Kashyap, 1999]. 
o Knowledge Management (including the Semantic Web): [Fensel, 2001], [Mulhol-

land et al., 2001], [Staab and Schnurr, 2000], [Sure et al., 2000]. 
o Software Agents: [Gluschko et al., 1999], [Smith and Poulter, 1999]. 
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In addition to the several mentioned benefits of using ontologies in knowledge re-
lated tasks, in this section we present some practical applications of our learning 
methodologies and obtained results for solving some real world problems. Con-
cretely, first, we present a way to structure domain related web resources in a mean-
ingful taxonomic way that is fully integrated with our learning methodology. Follow-
ing the same principle, secondly, we introduce a way for automatically structuring 
web-based digital repositories using our taxonomy learning methodology. Next, we 
provide an example of application of our potential results to improve Web informa-
tion retrieval using a knowledge-based searching platform. 

7.2.1   Structuring web sites 

One important application of term taxonomies in the Web environment is the mean-
ingful organization of available web resources in order to ease the way in which the 
user finds and access the desired information. Hierarchical classifications are quite 
useful for document classification and retrieval. Users browse hierarchies of concepts 
and quickly access the documents associated with the different concepts. 

As shown in §3.4.1, taxonomic search engines perform in that way, using a manu-
ally created (as Yahoo directory) or automatically obtained (as Clusty) structure of 
terms that are relevant for a domain, classifying web sites according to the available 
categories. That way of representing information is an improvement over classical 
ranked lists of webs [Magnini et al., 2003], especially when the amount of returned 
results is overwhelming. However, as introduced in §3.4.1, the current state of both 
manual and automatic classification engines has serious drawbacks that impact in the 
quality of the results. 

As our proposal performs a wide analysis over the Web in order to extract a rich 
repository of concepts and semantic relationships, we can take advantage of the on-
tology learning process. Concretely, we can classify the returned and analysed sets of 
web resources obtained from the search engine into that meaningful organisation. So, 
at the end of the process, the user will not only be able to explore relevant knowledge 
regarding a domain in an ontological fashion, but also to obtain the web resources 
that cover each concept as a topic hierarchy of web resources [Lawrie and Croft, 
2003]. 

In our approach, each class and instance, stores the set of web sites from where it 
was selected (e.g. the skin cancer contains the set of web sites returned by the search 
engine when setting the keyword cancer that contain the candidate concept skin can-
cer).  

Named entities are particularly interesting as, if the name is restrictive enough, it is 
typical than the first(s) web site(s) proposed into the hierarchical classification of web 
resources corresponds to the homepage for that entity.  

In addition to the conceptual classification of web resources according to the dis-
covered categories, the extra information obtained through the analysis of the web 
content may be useful. In some cases, we can categorize each individual web site with 
the context in which the covered concept is applied. Concretely, in the noun phrase-
based analysis, the immediate posterior word for the initial keyword may bring new 
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information about the context of application [Grefenstette, 1997]. In this case, those 
concepts are used to categorize the set of web sites associated to each class. For ex-
ample, if we find that for a web site associated to the class breast cancer this keyword 
is followed by the word research, the web site will be categorized with this word that 
represents a context of application. This provides the user with richer information and 
allows him a higher level of understanding of the available resources, minimizing the 
selection time of the suitable ones according to his preferences.  

Some examples of the proposed topic classification of web resources obtained for 
the Lung Cancer domain are shown in Figure 46. 

 

 
Figure 46. Example topic hierarchy of web resources in the Lung Cancer domain according to 

the discovered knowledge (instances and subclasses). 
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7.2.1.1   Evaluation 

As a measure of comparison of the results’ quality against similar available systems, 
we have evaluated precision and recall of our taxonomies against hand-made web 
directory services and taxonomic search engines (a comparison of those approaches 
was presented in §3.4.1). On the one hand, we have used Yahoo directory service, as 
it can be considered one of the most popular human-made directories. On the other 
hand, we have selected the taxonomic search engine Clusty that automatically pre-
sents concept hierarchies using clustering techniques. In both cases, we query the 
search engine and collect the returned topic categorization of web sites, considering it 
as a domain taxonomy. Those taxonomies are then concept-per-concept evaluated 
against a gold standard and/or a domain expert in the same way as described in §6.3. 
As a result, we can compute precision and recall for the different approaches. Local 
recall is only computable for our approach because rejected candidates are not avail-
able for the compared search engines. 

As an example of evaluation, we present the results obtained for two well distin-
guished domains: a medical one (Cancer) and a technological one (Biosensor). The 
first one has been presented in §6.3 and evaluated against the MESH neoplasm classi-
fication using the same evaluation criteria. The second one is a very specific techno-
logical concept that is not found in typical semantic repositories (like WordNet). 
Even though the domain is highly structured, there does not exist a global consensus 
about the specific classification. Only the IUPAC (International Union of Pure and 
Applied Chemistry) defines some general classes and different forms of classification 
of biosensors according to their specific properties. Concretely, according to the spe-
cific measured entity, at least 100 different classes can be defined. This last measure 
has been considered when computing the global recall. The particular domain evalua-
tion has been carried by a domain expert. The specific evaluation criteria is very simi-
lar to the sensor evaluation presented in §6.3, considering physical magnitudes and 
measuring principles and technologies as valid specialisations.  

The evaluation of the results presented by the three approaches is presented in 
Figure 47 and Figure 48. Our results have been obtained with the same execution 
conditions presented for the taxonomic evaluation in §6.3. 
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Cancer evaluation
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Figure 47. Evaluation results for the Cancer taxonomy for the proposed methodology against 

several taxonomic Web search engines considering the MESH standard classification. 
 

Biosensor evaluation
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Figure 48. Evaluation results for the Biosensor taxonomy for the proposed methodology 

against a taxonomic Web search engine considering a domain expert’s opinion. 
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Observing the figures, we can conclude that, as stated in §6.3, the correctness of 
our candidate selection procedure is high as the number of mistakes (incorrectly se-
lected and rejected concepts from the candidate list), represented by the precision and 
local recall measures, is maintained around a 15-20% in both cases.  

Compared with other web-based systems from the topic categorization point of 
view, our proposal surpasses easily their structuring capabilities. Comparing to the 
Yahoo directory, we can see that, although its precision is the highest, as it has been 
manually composed, the number of results presented (recall) is quite limited. Con-
cretely, for the cancer domain (see Figure 47), we achieve an F-Measure of 76.39% 
that easily doubles the 35.49% presented by Yahoo. In addition, for the much more 
concrete technological domain, biosensor (see Figure 48), Yahoo is not able to pro-
vide any classification, showing the limited coverage of manual attempts of structur-
ing information (WordNet does not contain that concept either). Compared with the 
automatic taxonomic search engine, Clusty, its precision is similar to the one pre-
sented by our proposal (both present similar mistakes due to their automatic and un-
supervised nature) but its recall is very limited (it is able to return very few subclasses 
for the biosensor domain). In consequence, we achieve an F-Measure of 76.39% and 
73.9% for the cancer and biosensor domains respectively, in comparison to the 
19.45% and 32% presented by Clusty. 

This comparison can give us an idea of the potential improvement that our domain 
structuring may bring to the topic categorization of web resources. 

7.2.2 Automatic structuring of digital libraries 

Digital libraries are an invaluable repository of information. Web-based digital librar-
ies (e.g. Citeseer, PubMed, etc.) provide an environment in which the scientific pro-
duction for a particular domain is stored, offering a trusted, updated and immediate 
repository of information. However, due to the success of these initiatives, the 
amount of available resources is beginning to be, so huge that the difficulty of search-
ing and obtaining the desired information has become a serious problem in a similar 
way as with the whole Web but in a lower scale [Kobayashi and Takeda, 2000]. That 
is why the need of tools for information retrieval that ease the way in which those 
resources are accessed and analyzed has been growing in pair with the information 
itself.  

Similarly to the Web, the most common way for accessing the resources is by 
means of the keyword-based search engines that many of these libraries incorporate. 
This type of search usually suffers from two problems derived from the nature of 
textual queries and the lack of structure in the documents: a) the difficulty to set the 
most appropriate and restrictive search query, and b) the tedious evaluation of the 
huge amount of potential resources obtained.  

Taking all those points into consideration, we have designed a solution for auto-
matic construction of structured representations (in a taxonomic fashion) of a li-
brary’s content, according to the main topics discovered for a particular domain. 
These results are used as concrete queries for retrieving resources from the library’s 
search engine, providing an access similar to a directory service but composed in a 
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completely automatic and unsupervised way. The premises about the working envi-
ronment and the learning bases are the same that those presented in chapters 3, 4 and 
5 for learning taxonomies.  

However, the difference in this case is that we consider the response time as a 
goal. Certainly, instead of building a domain ontology (with independence of the 
required time and computational resources), our purpose is to provide a usable and 
immediate tool for structuring digital libraries with a reasonable response time. In 
consequence, an especially optimised and adapted learning procedure –omitting some 
aspects considered in the full ontology learning- has been designed.  

7.2.2.1 Constructing topic hierarchies 

The base of our proposal is the analysis of the resources available for a specific do-
main in an electronic repository to detect the main topics covered in it. In order to 
perform this process automatically and unsupervisedly, two main tasks are per-
formed: i) extraction of candidates that represent different topics for the domain and 
ii) evaluation of their relevance in order to select the most representative ones for 
constructing a taxonomy. In the same way as for the ontological case, our bases are 
the pattern-based linguistic analysis for extracting candidates and the statistical analy-
ses for computing relevance measures. 

 
Figure 49. General schema for constructing topic taxonomies from large digital libraries. 
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As shown in Figure 49, the process is very similar to the taxonomic learning ex-

plained in §5.2.2. The differences introduced to improve the response time are: 
- The local digital library search engine is used to retrieve resources. However, 

statistics are extracted by querying a general Web search engine (such as Google) 
in order to obtain more robust measures (based on a much wider corpus). 

- Only noun phrase-based linguistic patterns are considered. The throughput of 
those patterns in terms of runtime vs. extracted knowledge is better than Hearst’s 
ones. This is caused by the higher degree of complexity and the reduced amount 
of pattern instances retrieved by the later. The way of extracting candidates and 
computing relatedness measures is the same as described in §5.2.2.1. 

- Due to the nature of the resources contained in those digital repositories (typically 
scientific publications), in many cases it is possible to obtain previews, abstracts 
or summaries of the particular resources. As we only want to extract the main sub-
topics for the specified domain, those pieces of text (in conjunction to the title) are 
typically enough for detecting them. It is usually possible to specify to the reposi-
tory’s search engine to show that information for each item in the results page. 
Only considering that page (containing dozens of resources) we can extract valu-
able knowledge without having to analyze large amounts of redundant informa-
tion and to perform additional access to the web to download each resource. 

- Even though considering the mentioned optimization, there can be thousands of 
potential result pages that should be accessed and processed. However, for many 
domains, the main interesting topics are a reduced set that can be mostly detected 
at the beginning of the analysis. For that reason only a reduced set of resource 
summaries are analyzed. As described in §5.6.2, the system automatically and dy-
namically decides the number of analyzed resources according to the domain’s 
generality and the potential amount of available subtopics using learning rates as 
feedback measures. 

 
At the end, we obtain a one level taxonomy that includes the main subtopics avail-

able for the particular electronic repository for the specific domain (i.e. a topic hierar-
chy of web resources [Lawrie and Croft, 2003]). Each subtopic represents a speciali-
sation of the initial term. Querying those terms into the repository’s search engine, we 
are able to retrieve resources corresponding to that specialisation. Considering each 
topic as a new query to the search engine, the user is able to browse the available 
resources in the same way as a directory service. In this manner, we complement the 
functionality of the keyword-based search engine but overcoming its main limitations 
(mentioned in the introduction), which derive from its lack of semantics.   

In addition, for each new subtopic of the hierarchy (that at the same time, repre-
sents a new more specific domain of knowledge), the same process can be repeated 
recursively, obtaining a more detailed multi level taxonomy. Through this mecha-
nism, the user can request further details (finer grained hierarchies) in the topics in 
which he is particularly interested. 

As a final note, the characteristics that a particular electronic repository should 
fulfil in order to be able to apply our methodology are: 
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- It must have an internal search engine that allows standard query formulations. 
This is mandatory as it is a crucial part of the proposed methodology. 

- It should be possible to present the result in a summarized form, in terms of ab-
stract, previews, etc. 

- It must allow external access to perform queries and retrieve result sets via a com-
puter program. 

7.2.2.2 Prototype 

The proposed methodology has been implemented as a web interface that is placed on 
top of a particular digital library and provides a portal for accessing its resources in a 
taxonomic directory service fashion. The system controls the access to the library’s 
search engine to retrieve resources according to the extracted topics transparently.  

The interface (as shown in Figure 50) provides the main functionalities to manage 
searches, allowing to refine a particular subtopic or to specify different predefined 
settings for the mentioned selection and learning thresholds, controlling the behaviour 
of the system. Concretely, “Search width” controls several predefined learning 
thresholds (from 80% to 50% learning rates), resulting in simple, medium and com-
plex searches (with better domain’s coverage at the cost of increasing the processing 
time). On the other hand, “Search precision” controls the selection threshold (be-
tween 0.001 and 0.00001), allowing high, medium and low precision (with increasing 
recall). Results are presented as a hierarchy (on the left) in which each item represents 
an hyperlink to the results of the search associated to that automatically extracted 
subtopic into the electronic repository.  

 

 
Figure 50. Web interface provided for the PubMed electronic library.  
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We have adapted the system to the following digital libraries (that fulfil the requi-

sites exposed above): 
• The Association for Computing Machinery39 (ACM): ACM provides the comput-

ing field’s premier Digital Library and serves its members and the computing 
profession with leading-edge publications, conferences, and career resources. 

• PubMed40: PubMed is a service of the U.S. National Library of Medicine that 
includes over 16 million citations from MEDLINE and other life science journals 
for biomedical articles back to the 1950s. 

• IEEE Computer Society41: With nearly 100,000 members, the IEEE Computer 
Society is the world's leading organization of computer professionals. Founded in 
1946, it is the largest of the 39 societies of the IEEE. 

• NASA Astrophysics Data System42: is a NASA-funded project which maintains 
three bibliographic databases containing more than 4.7 million records: Astron-
omy and Astrophysics, Physics, and ArXiv e-prints. 

 
From the user’s point of view, the process starts by specifying through the web in-

terface a particular digital library from a list of supported ones. Then, a particular 
query and the search parameters can be specified in the top frame. Once the search is 
confirmed, the system executes the described taxonomy learning methodology. When 
the process is finished the resulting one level taxonomy is presented. By clicking over 
each topic the system automatically retrieves (by querying the library’s search engine) 
the associated available resources, which are presented in the main frame. At this 
point the user has also the opportunity of refining a specific subtopic by selecting it 
and defining a new search (with the desired parameters), in order to obtain a multi-
level hierarchy as shown in Figure 50. It is also possible to save and store in HTML 
format the taxonomies obtained through several recursive searches.   

This results in a system that is able to return automatically, depending on the spe-
cific library and searching parameters, a hierarchy of topics for every possible domain 
from less than one minute (for small general searches useful for casual users) to half 
an hour (for enormously detailed searches useful for researchers or web managers). 

7.2.2.3 Evaluation 

The evaluation is performed in the same way as for the taxonomic case (described in 
§6.3). The list of subtopic candidates of the initial concept, which are finally selected 
or rejected, is manually evaluated. Checking the presence or absence of the extracted 
concepts in a domain’s standard classification and comparing it to the decision of the 
selection procedure, we can compute the amount of correctly and incorrectly classi-
fied terms and measure the performance of the proposed algorithm.  

                                                           
39 http://www.acm.org/ 
40 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query .fcgi? DB=pubmed 
41 http://www.computer.org/ portal/site/ieeecs/index.jsp 
42 http://adswww.harvard.edu/ 
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Figure 51. One level taxonomy of Sensor subtopics discovered in the NASA library with 

Medium precision and Medium search. 
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Figure 52. One level taxonomy of Bacteria subtopic discovered in the PudMed library with 

High precision and Complex search. 

As an example, we present the results obtained in two well distinguished domains 
over their more adequate repositories: a technological one (Sensor) for the NASA 
repository, included in Figure 51, and a medical one (Bacteria) for the PubMed li-
brary, shown in Figure 52. Following the same concept per concept expert-based 
evaluation guidelines presented in §6.3, we obtain measures about precision and local 
recall shown in Table 48 and Table 49. The evaluation is performed for different 
search sizes, including other statistics such as the number of extracted topics or the 
runtime. 

Table 48. Evaluation results and statistics for several search sizes for the Bacteria domain in 
the PudMed digital library with High search precision and one level search. 

Bacteria  
Search size 

Precision Local
Recall

Local
F-measure

#Correct
topics

#Analyzed 
resources 

Run 
time 

Simple 83 % 100 % 90.7% 10 20 12 sec. 
Medium 87.5 % 87.5 % 87.5% 14 60 45 sec. 
Complex 91.4 % 82.3 % 86.6% 107 1260 6 min. 
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Table 49. Evaluation results and statistics for several search sizes for the Sensor domain in the 
NASA Astrophysics digital library with Medium search precision and one level search. 

Sensor 
Search size 

Precision Local
Recall

Local
F-measure

#Correct 
topics

#Analyzed 
resources 

Run 
time 

Simple 90 % 96.6% 93.18% 29 40 1 min 
Medium 87.7% 93% 90.27% 93 240 4.5 min 
Complex 77.4% 88.8% 82.7% 429 3700 33 min 
 

Observing the results, we can see that, following the same tendency observed in 
the previous taxonomic evaluations (see §6.3 and §7.2.1.1), the correctness of the 
candidate selection procedure is high as the number of mistakes (incorrectly selected 
and rejected concepts from the candidate list), is maintained around a 10-20%. In this 
case, it is curious to see that for the Bacteria domain, the precision grows up in rela-
tion to the search size. However, observing the number of topics that we are able to 
extract for simple and medium search sizes, one can see that the number is too low (in 
comparison to the Sensor domain) to obtain trustworthy measures.    

Concerning the number of correct extracted topics, as expected, it grows in rela-
tion to the number of explored resources that, at the same time, requires more run-
time. Here we can see how the system adapts its behaviour to the domain generality, 
analysing more or less resources according to the search parameters and the feedback 
provided by learning rates.  

As a final test, we compare these results to the ones obtained by our general tax-
onomy learning methodology from the whole Web (introduced in §6.3.2) using the 
same domain of knowledge (Sensor, which is characterized by the proliferation of 
noun phrase-based hyponyms). We have set the search precision and search size to 
Medium as those thresholds are the same used as default for the Web taxonomy 
learning process. The results of this evaluation are presented in Table 50.    

Table 50. Comparison of the result quality (precision and local recall) and learning perform-
ance (correct topics vs. runtime) for the first level of the Sensor taxonomy using a NASA 
Astrophysics digital library search (with Medium search precision and Medium search size) 
against the full Web search using the default thresholds. 

Sensor 
Search 

Precision Local
Recall

Local
F-measure

#Correct
topics

Run-
time

Topics 
per min. 

NASA  
Medium 

87.7 % 93 % 90.27% 93 4.5min. 20.6 

Web  
Default 

80.6% 88.2% 82.7% 106 17 min. 6.2 

  
One can see that, as expected, using a high quality source such as a digital library 

against the full Web using similar executing conditions, brings better quality results 
(90,27% against 82,7% local F-measures). In addition, the especially designed ana-
lytical procedure results in a higher learning performance (20,6 vs. 6,2 correct topics 
extracted per minute). Even though, the general Web learning approach is not that far 
in terms of result quality and represents a more general approach (due to the hetero-
geneity of the Web) with potentially higher domain coverage (thanks to the use of 
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Hearst patterns and the amount of available resources). The conclusion is that both 
approaches seem valid enough for achieving their respective goals (efficient structur-
ing of digital libraries vs. learning domain ontologies). 

As a summary, the presented methodology for structuring digital libraries can 
bring benefits for the users of a particular electronic repository. On the one hand, it 
allows normal users to browse and access the library’s electronic resources in a direc-
tory fashion in a very immediate way (performing short searches). On the other hand, 
it can also represent a valuable tool for web masters or domain experts that can auto-
matically generate indexes for structuring large digital libraries (executing exhaustive 
searches). 

7.2.3   Ontology-based web search 

In the last years it has been argued that the performance of a web search engine can 
be improved by using ontologies [Fensel, 2001]. They provide a semantic ground that 
can help to sort out web pages with relevant information about a concept from those 
containing data with just syntactic similarities to the concept.  

In order to demonstrate the suitability of our domain ontologies in guiding seman-
tic web searches, we have designed an integrated approach for web information re-
trieval and filtering. The domain ontologies needed for this process are the hierarchi-
cal tree structure containing classes (concepts) and main features (attributes) that we 
are able to obtain. 

The system uses two previously developed tools for knowledge acquisition and in-
formation retrieval. The first one is the domain ontology learning prototype system 
presented in §7.1. Its results can be used as input for the system described in [Moreno 
et al., 2004], which implements methods and techniques that allow the use of the 
information contained in the domain ontology in order to move from a purely syntac-
tic keyword-based web search to a semantically grounded search. The final result is a 
set of filtered, ranked and classified web resources according to the concepts con-
tained in the domain ontology. As the processing required to treat with a huge reposi-
tory like the Web is a very time consuming task, the full system is presented in a 
distributed approach. Again, in order to provide a scalable solution, we have used the 
agent paradigm [Wooldridge, 2002] as the implementation approach. 

Following the same philosophy that characterizes our research, the full system (de-
scribed ontology learning and ontology-based web retrieval) operates in a fully unsu-
pervised, automatic and domain independent way.  

7.2.3.1   Ontology-driven web information retrieval 

In this section, the ontology-based Web information retrieval system [Moreno et al., 
2004; Bocio et al., 2005] is introduced. Its aim is to find the web pages which are 
relevant to a given domain of interest using a domain ontology as input (manually or 
automatically composed). It is required that the ontology contains concepts of the 
search domain and features of each one. It should represent concepts as classes in a 
hierarchical class-subclass structure, and the features as slots of the classes. A class 
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and all its ancestors define a class path. Each class contains its own slots and it inher-
its all those which are defined in the ancestors.  

For instance, Figure 53 depicts a manually composed domain ontology about a 
subset of machine learning technologies where the classes are labelled as C and the 
slots as S. The names of the classes are used to find the web pages which are related 
to the search domain, and the names of the slots in a class are used to evaluate to what 
extent the retrieved pages have interesting information. The main idea is that the 
retrieved web pages are textual instances of the concepts, but conditioned to the 
meaning of the concept in the whole ontology. That means that the same concept in a 
different ontology would produce different results because it is in a different context. 

 
Figure 53. Machine Learning domain ontology. 

The ontology-based web retriever is designed as an autonomous multi-agent sys-
tem that can be deployed as a complement of the ontology learning multi-agent sys-
tem described in §7.1. In that case, the first one receives the output of the second one 
in the form of a domain ontology that fulfils the requirements described above. Ac-
cording to the available knowledge, different types of agents are created and managed 
dynamically (created, configured and finalized) in function of the execution require-
ments at each moment. 

In more detail, the search process is composed by several stages: splitting the do-
main ontology, retrieving the web pages, rating the retrieved pages, and joining the 
results. Those tasks are performed co-ordinately, as shown in Figure 54, by three 
types of agents: a Coordinator Agent (CA), a Weight Agent (WA) and some Internet 
Agents (IA).  
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Figure 54. Agent-based ontology driven web retriever platform. The example results corre-

spond to the Cancer domain. 

The process starts when the automatically acquired domain ontology is received by 
CA (step 1). Then, it performs the splitting stage, in which the ontology is divided in 
smaller parts. Concretely, each class of the domain ontology defines a smaller ontol-
ogy which contains not only the class itself but also its class path; this sort of ontol-
ogy is called query ontology. The CA distributes those sub-ontologies among the 
available IAs (step 2).  

Each IA uses the names of the classes in the query ontology as keywords to define 
a query into a standard keyword-based search engine. For each of these queries, a set 
of web pages is retrieved.  

If the number of web pages does not reach an expected value (if the particular 
query is excessively restrictive), the system raises an additional process to increase 
the number of pages. In this case, IAs can request the help of the WA. This agent is 
able to find less constrained sets of keywords that can be used by IAs to find more 
pages. This process is based in a weighted expansion tree that is built up from the 
initial query, as Figure 55 depicts for the class STRIPS. The building process is as it 
follows: each node of the tree is expanded with sub-nodes representing queries where 
one of the keywords in the parent query has been removed, except the keyword that 
represents the name of the current class.  

For instance, the right bottom side of Figure 55 shows the list of the keywords that 
are in the query related to the class STRIPS. Observe that only the initial letters of the 
keywords are displayed in the figure. When one of the antecedents of STRIPS (i.e. 
“machine learning”, “case-based reasoning”, or “explanation-based”) is removed 
from the initial query, the nodes A, B, C are respectively expanded. The figure also 
shows how the keyword "STRIPS", represented by the letter S, is in all three sub-
nodes. Finally, the numbers in the nodes indicate the amount of web pages that the 
search system can find using all the keywords in the node. 
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Figure 55. Best First search implemented by the Weight Agent to retrieve additional 

web sites. 

Once the required amount of web resources have been obtained, the IA uses the 
semantic information of its subontology (class attributes) to rank these pages. Con-
cretely, all the obtained web sites are rated according to their relevance within the 
query ontology (20). 

( )
)(

100*),(,
Aattributesofnumbertotal
ApfoundattributesofnumberApRc =       (20) 

If p stands for the recovered web page for a class C whose rate is being calculated, 
and A is the set of attributes (inherited or not) of C, the attributes found are the ones 
in A that appear in the page p. RC(p,A) defines the relevance of the web page p with 
respect to the class C and, after normalising it in the range [0,1], it is used to rank the 
retrieved pages. 

Once the process is finished, the IA sends the rated and ranked list of web pages 
to the CA (step 3). Then, the CA incorporates them into the domain ontology. When 
all the IAs have returned their partial results, all the pages obtained for all the classes 
in the domain ontology are joined in a single structure. It contains each single page as 
an instance of the class in the ontology. This is presented to the user as the final result 
(step 4). Concretely, for each automatically acquired concept, a set of 2-tuple formed 
by an URL and a rate is presented. This last value indicates the degree of relevance of 
the particular URL and its associated concept according to the ranking measure em-
ployed during the retrieval and ranking process. Note that due to a specificity policy 
implemented, no redundant results between classes and subclasses are presented. 
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7.2.3.2   Evaluation 

As the present proposal is an integration of two previously developed tools, the qual-
ity of the final results depends on the performance of each methodology. Regarding 
the evaluation of the taxonomies obtained by the first module, a discussion is offered 
in §6.3. With respect to the second module, in [Moreno et al., 2004] several evalua-
tions are presented in different technological domains, starting from ontologies com-
posed manually by experts. 

The full platform has been tested in technical domains such as medicine, biotech-
nology and computer science. The evaluation has been performed by comparing the 
results against the web search engine used during the analysis (Google). More con-
cretely, for the list of web sites retrieved for each automatically discovered concept, 
two users were requested to rate each web site according to their degree of interest for 
the particular domain with a value between 0 and 100. The same process was re-
peated for the first web sites returned by Google when manually querying the same 
acquired concept. These ratings indicate which approach returns, in average, the most 
interesting set of web resources for the particular domain. 

As an example, in Figure 57 and Figure 56, expert’s rating for our results against 
Google for a pair of concepts of the cancer domain is presented.  
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Figure 56. User’s ratings for the first 20 web pages returned by our approach against the ones 

retrieved by Google for the Cancer concepts. 
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Breast Cancer evaluation
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Figure 57. User’s ratings for the first 20 web pages returned by our approach against the ones 

retrieved by Google for the Breast Cancer concept. 

One can see that, for the most general concept (cancer), the quality of our results 
overpasses significantly, in average, the ones presented by Google. This behaviour 
has been observed for several tested domains and it is caused by the higher contextu-
alization that the presented approach can apply to the web sites analysis thanks to the 
automatically acquired knowledge for the domain. Observing the average rating for a 
more concrete concept (breast cancer), we can see that the quality of the returned 
web sites by each system is very similar. In this case, the search is, in both cases, 
contextualized enough to retrieve high quality resources. 

As a conclusion, as other authors has previously argued [Fensel, 2001], the use of 
knowledge (domain ontologies) can improve the classical web search, especially for 
general queries. In addition, the nature of our ontologies makes them adequate for 
those purposes as they have been directly extracted from the Web content. 

7.3   Summary 

In this chapter we have offered a detailed overview on how our different knowledge 
acquisition methodologies have been implemented in a distributed fashion. The em-
ployed programming paradigm based on agents is suitable to define the highly flexi-
ble and scalable system that our approach requires. Studying the computation com-
plexity, one can see how a parallel approach is very suitable –and necessary- to obtain 
a good performance in wide domains. We have shown how our system is able to scale 
well when enough computational resources (in function on the number of tasks to 
execute) are provided. 

Moreover, several applications of the proposed methodologies and their potential 
results have been presented. In addition to the concrete applications introduced up to 
this moment, other interesting aspects can be mentioned.  

On the one hand, the domain ontology provides a structured representation of the 
knowledge associated to a certain domain. In this sense it can be used in several 
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knowledge-demanding tasks that require interoperability such us electronic com-
merce, distributed information systems such us multi-agent systems, Web Services 
and the mentioned Semantic Web [Berners-lee et al., 2001]. Moreover, intelligent 
knowledge guided methodologies for searching information from unstructured 
sources [Magnin et al., 2002; Alani et al., 2003; Sheth, 2003] can also use the results 
as the knowledge base for performing semantic searches. 

On the other hand, topic hierarchies of the web resources considered according to 
the extracted knowledge represent an improvement over the classical searching for 
web resources [Lawrie and Croft, 2003]. This allows the user to access the desired 
information in a much direct way even if he is not an expert on the concrete domain. 
In this sense, it can be used as a tool for e-learning tasks where a student without 
specific knowledge in a certain domain can explore it in an interactive way, selecting 
new concepts, discovering important terms and how they are related and, finally, 
accessing concrete websites that contain specific information.  

Aside from improving the access to web resources, the semantic structure ex-
tracted from the Web can help to improve the classical searching process by allowing 
query refinements according to the discovered concept hierarchy [Pasca, 2005].  
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions and future work  

Up to this moment, we have described in detail all the developed learning methodolo-
gies, the evaluation tests performed, the implementation and the possible applications 
of the methods and results. In this final chapter, we provide a final summary of the 
work and present the conclusions from the general knowledge acquisition point of 
view and from the concrete perspective of each ontology learning method. In the last 
section, we suggest several lines of future research about different open issues pre-
sented in previous chapters and give some ideas on how they can be tackled. 

8.1   Summary 

The main aim of the present work has been to develop methods for acquiring knowl-
edge from the Web in order to compose a domain ontology. The most important and 
novel point is the complete integration with this environment, offering an especially 
adapted, automatic, unsupervised and domain independent approach that covers the 
main aspects of the ontology learning process (concepts, taxonomies, instances and 
labelled non-taxonomic relationships).  

Many learning methodologies from different information repositories have been 
developed in the past, but it is not until now that authors are starting to focus their 
efforts on the Web. This environment adds new troubles to the information process-
ing, derived from the untrustworhiness, size, noise and lack of structure of web re-
sources. However, other characteristics as the redundancy and the existence of web 
search engines may help to tackle this environment. Regarding the first point, redun-
dancy can allow us to infer information relevance, manage untrustworthiness and 
develop lightweight analytical approaches that can be adequate and scalable for the 
size of the Web. In relation to the second point, web searchers classically conceived 
as a final user interface for accessing web resources hide lots of potential regarding 
the inference of information distribution. Valuable web scale statistics can be ex-
tracted efficiently if adequate queries are performed. This can save us from analysing 
large amounts of resources and help us to obtain scalable learning methodologies. 
Moreover, their lack of any semantic content makes them suitable for any domain of 
knowledge. This is especially interesting in dynamic technological domains. 
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In addition, as we want to obtain results for these specific and concrete domains, 
in many situations, we will not be able to start from any predefined knowledge that 
many methodologies employ. This is why we have developed a completely unsuper-
vised and automatic methodology that makes the minimum assumptions about previ-
ous knowledge or information structure. In order to achieve good results and learning 
performance following those premises, we have opted for an incremental learning 
methodology: several learning procedures are performed iteratively and potentially 
concurrently, using the knowledge acquired up to a moment as a bootstrap. Intro-
duced feedback mechanisms allow a certain degree of self-control, including a dy-
namic adaptation of the size of the analysed corpus in function of the domain’s pro-
ductiveness and a management of the finalisation of the learning process.  

Finally, manual and automatic evaluation procedures for each learning step have 
been designed. They provide encouraging results on the suitability of our approach 
for learning ontological entities in several well distinguished domains. 

Taking all of these characteristics into consideration, we believe that our proposal 
can represent a new and interesting addition over the current state of the art of the 
technology in the ontology learning area. 

8.2   Conclusions 

Considering the performed research, the developed methodologies and the obtained 
and evaluated results, we have extracted the following general conclusions: 
• As other authors have enounced in the past [Brill, 2003; Cilibrasi and Vitanyi, 

2004; Etzioni et al., 2005], we expect to have contributed in considering the Web 
as a valid repository for performing knowledge acquisition tasks. In fact, we have 
developed learning methods covering the main steps of the ontology construction 
process especially adapted to this environment, obtaining reliable results. 

• Available web IR tools (web search engines) can be extensively exploited to aid 
the ontology learning process. Through the development, we have presented 
ideas and methods for constructing suitable queries in function of the knowledge 
already acquired and the specific learning stage. As a result, we can dynamically 
obtain a corpus of resources to analyse at each moment and very robust web 
scale statistics about Web information distribution. 

• Several knowledge acquisition techniques can be adapted to the Web. Consider-
ing the characteristics introduced in chapter 3 and our goals, the employed tech-
niques should be simple and lightweight. Concretely, the use of linguistic pat-
terns fits very well with the unsupervised nature of our learning approach and 
can be adapted to the limited query expressiveness offered by web search engines 
(our massive and automatic IR tools). Statistical analyses used to infer semantics 
(such as taxonomic relationships or concepts’ relatedness) are very suitable as we 
have an enormous and heterogeneous repository of information and a way to ob-
tain robust measures in a very immediate way. Finally, lightweight natural lan-
guage analytical procedures are needed in order to i) maintain the domain inde-
pendence of our learning approach (even limited to English written texts) and ii) 
scale well when dealing with huge amounts of noisy information resources. 
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• When developing automatic and unsupervised approaches, self-control mecha-
nisms are required. We have included feedback about how the learning process 
evolves and bootstrapping techniques applied over fine grained learning steps. 
Both can improve the learning performance.   

 
Other conclusions related with our developed methodologies are: 

• In relation to the taxonomy learning, widely used Hearst’s and noun phrase-
based patterns can be combined to improve the final results. Concretely, on the 
one hand, Hearst’s based extractions precision can be improved with noun 
phrase-based extractions by minimizing the semantic ambiguity. On the other 
hand, noun phrase-based extractions recall can be improved by incorporating the 
more general Hearst’s extractions. 

• The classical approach for taxonomy learning using linguistic patterns and statis-
tical analyses can be also applied to the much less studied non-taxonomic learn-
ing. In this case, verb phrases can be considered as domain related patterns used 
to compose IR queries and compute statistical measures. The semantics of the re-
lationships between concepts are expressed by the particular verb phrase.  

• Almost any stage of the knowledge acquisition process (taxonomic and non-
taxonomic learning and semantic disambiguation) requiring an estimation of the 
information distribution, can be addressed in an unsupervised way with a care-
fully designed and tuned statistical score, computed directly by querying a web 
search engine, as those presented in chapter 5. 

• Regarding the evaluation, the use of WordNet as the base from which to develop 
automatic procedures can be a valid approach. However, it has been observed 
during the evaluation that its coverage for certain domains (in relation to glosses, 
synsets, semantic links, etc.) can be too limited to extract reliable conclusions. 

• When developing highly distributed systems with requirements of flexibility and 
dynamicity, the use of multi-agent systems can be a suitable high level imple-
mentation paradigm. They certainly offer some advantages over other approaches 
such as the dynamic management of working threads or the highly elaborated 
execution framework, including mobility and communication capabilities that 
ease the development of complex distributed systems. 

8.3   Future work  

In this section, we describe several future lines of research and present some prelimi-
nary ideas on how they can be tackled. Regarding the learning process, some issues 
can be addressed in order to improve the final results: 
• The recall of the taxonomy learning process may be improved if additional lin-

guistic patterns for hyponymy detection are applied. Concretely, some authors 
[Agichtein and Gravano, 2000; Iwanska et al., 2000; Pasca, 2004; Snow et al., 
2004] have been working in refining Heart’s patterns. However, many of the new 
regular expressions define very subtle variations or specific forms rarely used. In 
consequence, it should be studied if including additional concrete patterns to the 
taxonomic learning results in a final improvement or it only overheads the learn-
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ing process. In our opinion, the basic but general pattern set used until this mo-
ment (introduced in §4.1) is enough for obtaining good coverage (in function of 
the established learning thresholds) thanks to the size and redundancy of infor-
mation in the Web (as observed during the learning rates analysis in §5.6.2). 

• If one is particularly interested in the retrieval of instances used for ontology 
population, the proposed method for detecting named entities based on linguistic 
patterns and capitalization heuristics can be more widely developed. Concretely, 
it can be executed a posteriori of the ontology learning process over the different 
taxonomically and non-taxonomically related classes and in conjunction with a 
search engine that properly distinguishes capitalized terms in order to retrieve 
additional named entities. Moreover, at this moment, the identification of the full 
entity name (in those cases in which it is composed by several terms) is left to the 
named entity detection package used during the evaluation (see §6.4). Contribu-
tions to solve this last issue can be developed with novel algorithms [Downey et 
al., 2007]. In any case, the particular instance semantic should be taken into con-
sideration by, for example, analysing named-entity’s context for the particular 
ontology, in order to make a contribution to the ontology population field.  

• The non-taxonomic learning can be improved if verb phrases (used as domain 
dependent pattern) are further processed. Concretely, due to the diversity of ways 
of expressing a particular verb phrase (in function of the verbal tense or subject 
number), some valid candidate extractions may be omitted due to the too restric-
tive matching policy implemented by keyword-based search engines. In this case, 
a procedure to properly conjugate verb phrases in common forms, applying each 
of them to the retrieval of candidates by constructing different queries, may aid 
to increase the quantity of extracted knowledge. 

• The information extracted from VerbNet and associated to the verb phrases dur-
ing the non-taxonomic learning can be used to infer the semantics of the relations 
[Gómez and Segami, 2007]. We may detect verbs that have a similar “meaning” 
or express the same “kind” of relationship. In addition, thematic roles may be ex-
ploited to interpret in which way the subject or the object of the relationships is 
affected. All that information can then be modeled in the ontology using more 
advanced ontological formalisms such as property characteristics or class restric-
tions. However this is certainly an intricate task and may require the use of more 
complex analyses to achieve the proper natural language understanding.   

• As has been commented in previous sections, the semantic disambiguation meth-
ods can be integrated in the full learning process. On the one hand, synonym sets 
can be used to expand the search to other web resources that were not potentially 
retrieved by the keyword-based search engine and a specific domain keyword. 
This could improve the recall of the final results when dealing with narrow do-
mains where a limited amount of resources is retrieved (see in Figure 58 an exam-
ple of taxonomies retrieved for synonyms discovered for the cancer domain). On 
the other hand, polysemy disambiguation may aid to improve the precision of the 
final taxonomy in polysemic domains by presenting a more structured hierarchy 
with clustered classes according to superclass senses. However the final impact 
on the results of those extra processing stages should be considered carefully. On 
the one hand, for the first case, even though the final recall can be higher, the 
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noise introduced by not truly equivalent terms can affect negatively to the preci-
sion. On the other hand, for the second case, the precision improvement may be 
questionable when dealing with non well-differentiated senses. 

 

 
Figure 58. Results obtained for the first level of the taxonomy of the Cancer domain using two 
of its automatically discovered synonyms (carcinoma on the left, tumour on the right) with the 

same execution conditions. 

• Even though we are able to extract some domain features from the redundancies 
observed in the taxonomy of classes, this is only a first approach for detecting 
class attributes. Class attributes are rarely considered in ontology learning tech-
niques due to their potential complexity [Gómez-Pérez et al., 2004] even though 
they can certainly enrich the semantics of the corresponding class. Attribute de-
tection can be addressed by developing especially adapted Web methodologies in 
order to exploit semi-structured data associated to domain classes such as item-
izes, lists, tables or indexes [Popescu and Etzioni, 2005]. 

• More efforts can be put in the future regarding the evaluation of results. More 
expert opinions can be requested to further evaluate the results, including other 
domains or verb labels. Other tests over standard reduced repositories can be per-
formed in order to compare the learning performance with other approaches.  

• The implemented multi-agent system can be improved. On the one hand, more 
fine grained tasks may be defined (e.g. one for each phase of the learning proc-
ess) and modeled over different agents, improving the parallelism. On the other 
hand, we can exploit agent communication capabilities. In this last case, in addi-
tion to the task coordination, they may exchange partial results or retrieved web 
resources in order to avoid redundant analyses or repeat web requests already 
performed. Even though this may represent an improvement in relation to the 
runtime spent in accessing, retrieving and analyzing web resources, the overhead 
introduced by the inter-agent communication should be considered.   
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Regarding the applications of the proposed methodologies and results, some in-
teresting cases can be researched: 
• One of the most important applications of domain ontologies consists on bring-

ing machine readable semantic content that web documents lack by employing 
annotation. This will help to achieve the paradigm of semantic web search pro-
posed by the Semantic Web [Berners-Lee et al, 2001]. However, even if repre-
sentative semantic structures can be obtained in an automatic and efficient way, 
the labor of annotating web documents is usually performed manually [Kahan et 
al., 2001]. In our case, as domain ontologies are obtained directly from the analy-
sis of web documents, a certain degree of automatic annotation could be per-
formed directly during at the construction stage. For example, if we have discov-
ered instances (as named entities) for a specific class, we can annotate the web 
resources from which those instances have been extracted according to the spe-
cific class to which they belong. Methodologies for annotating automatically web 
content (the web resources analysed) can be studied. In addition, once the seman-
tic structure is obtained and the annotation methodology developed, it should not 
be difficult to extend the annotation to other web resources. 

• From a more general point of view, results obtained from web annotation can be 
used to bring a further understanding of the domain by means of reasoning. On 
the one hand, a domain ontology can be populated using discovered annotated 
entities. On the other hand, ontology semantics can be used to perform inference 
over those individuals, resulting in additional knowledge not directly discovered.  

• Once the reliability of our learning methodologies has been evaluated in bringing 
structure to electronic repositories such as digital libraries, and in comparison 
with other available approaches (such as taxonomic search engines), it could be 
also interesting to apply them to wider environments such as the automatic com-
position of web directory services. 

• It could be interesting to test from the final user point of view the advantages of 
structured representation of web resources that we are able to obtain in relation to 
the classical way of presenting results by a web search engine. For example, we 
can measure the efficiency of the user’s searching for information of a specific 
domain using those two different approaches. 

• In order to test the real performance of our learning approaches and applications, 
it would be very interesting to have direct access to a web search engine IR data-
base without limitations. This will minimize the delays and overheads introduced 
by the web queries requested during the learning (that represent a time interval 
several orders of magnitude higher than the time required to perform the analysis 
of the web content). Even though we try to minimize active waits using a distrib-
uted parallel approach, they still represent an important waste of time. 

• From another point of view, detecting named-entities can be a useful tool for 
performing market studies, retrieving important companies and organisations and 
their associated web resources, which are related to a certain aspect of the knowl-
edge domain. Moreover, those instances are selected without classical restrictions 
(e.g. “organisations”, “persons”…) allowing to detect all kinds of entities and 
events. 
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• Several executions in different moments for the same domain using the same 
parameters, can allow us to study the evolution of the information in that domain, 
and detect for example that a new concept has potentially appeared. This aspect 
can support a certain degree of high level question answering of the kind of 
“which items have appeared in the domain?”, “which ones are now more relevant 
than before?”, “which seem to be obsolete?”, etc. 
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